
Ultimate 
Software Toolkit 
for Insolvency 
Practitioners 

Automate manual tasks, streamline 
workflows, reduce costs and increase 
ROI with these software tools designed 
specifically for insolvency practitioners.

Knowledge Guide
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According to the UK Government 
Insolvency Service, “after seasonal 
adjustment, the number of company 
insolvencies in Q2 2022 was 13% 
higher than in Q1 2022 and 81% higher 
than in Q2 2021.”

To keep up with soaring caseloads 
made worse by the pandemic and 
the cost-of-living crisis, Insolvency 
Practitioners must adopt more efficient 
processes to help relieve their heavy 
workloads. Because of this pressure, 
insolvency firms and practitioners 
increasingly find they need to embrace 
digital transformation and adopt 
technology to support these processes.

Having the right tech stack in 2023 is 
no longer a nice-to-have. It is proving 
to be crucial for operational efficiency, 

The Insolvency Industry is 
Ripe for a Digital Revolution

staying ahead of the competition, and 
meeting the demand for automation, 
sustainability, and innovative digital 
tools by clients and employees alike.

Luckily for IPs, the digital 
transformation era has given rise to 
new software solutions designed 
specifically for their industry. From case 
management and digital signatures 
to online post, automation, and more, 
let’s explore the top seven software 
solutions that are crucial for optimizing 
all areas of your insolvency services 
next year and beyond.
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Gain insights from 
your data by analysing 
KPIs to assess the 
effectiveness of your 
operations and shape 
workforce decisions.

Continuously updated 
with regulatory 
changes, ensuring 
compliance with the 
Insolvency Act and 
associated legislation.

Enhanced reporting 
helps firms make 
informed business 
decisions to improve 
practice management.

Flexible internal 
security lets you 
control which team 
members have access 
to specific case data.

Eliminating non-
essential manual 
processing results 
in significant cost 
savings.

Cost 
Savings

Data 
Protection

Better 
Decision Making

Statutory 
Compliance

Data-Driven 
Insights

Key Benefits

Case management software allows you to navigate through the compliance path from pre-appointment to finalisation. With interactive 
dashboards highlighting all the statutory tasks, decisions, and approvals, you can be notified of everything that requires your attention 
in one place. Cutting-edge case management software will offer Cloud solutions for a seamless, fast and secure experience. 

01.
Seamless Workflows with Case 
Management Software
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TurnKey IPS Cloud 
Integration

The TurnKey IPS Cloud integration with 
Virtual Cabinet is the solution to the 
insolvency industry’s growing need for a 
quick, secure and easy way to manage 
caseloads. With this powerful integration, 
you can expect automation capabilities to 
ensure a consistent case filing structure 
across both platforms. All indexing 
information created on form templates is 
carried across to Virtual Cabinet and stored 
correctly. You can also capture all sources 
of case-critical communication with 
automatic email capture and integrations 
with the IPS Creditor Portal.

https://www.virtualcabinet.com/news/turnkey-partnership
https://www.virtualcabinet.com/news/turnkey-partnership
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Emails, insolvency 
case files, records, and 
scanned documents are 
all automatically filed and 
stored away for you.

Retrieve client data instantly 
with just the click of a 
button. Top-notch tools 
will use Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) and full-
text content searching across 
multiple file types to retrieve 
your insolvency documents.

Pass inspections with ease 
allowing inspectors to view 
complete case files, including 
all email communication, and 
email attachments, that are 
structured and searchable 
in a ‘best-practice’ order and 
contains a full audit trail. 

Send documents to 
individual or group intrays. 
Set secure access controls 
so assigned people can 
view or make document 
changes.

Team 
Collaboration

Inspection 
Ready

Data 
Visibility

Automatic 
Filing

Key Benefits

Chaos can be the norm in the insolvency industry, but it doesn’t have to be with technology such as document management software. 
Getting approvals, retrieving, and filing documents can be done in mere seconds. With document management software, IPs can 
digitise documents, optimize workflows to serve clients more efficiently, and enable their employees to work flexibly.

02.
Cut Through the Chaos with Document 
Management Software
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Document Management 
with Virtual Cabinet

The Virtual Cabinet document 
management software helps insolvency 
and business restructuring firms overcome 
many of the common challenges they 
currently face, including case file 
management. Virtual Cabinet (VC) creates 
one organised, secure location for all 
case file documents and auto-filed email 
correspondence. You can also integrate 
VC’s with your case management software 
and start working smarter instantly. The 
VC document management software is 
designed to cut through the chaos and give 
you visibility of the tasks at hand.

https://www.virtualcabinet.com/industries/insolvency-and-business-advisory
https://www.virtualcabinet.com/industries/insolvency-and-business-advisory
https://www.virtualcabinet.com/industries/insolvency-and-business-advisory
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Remove 
Bottlenecks

Guaranteed 
Secure Delivery

Empty Your 
Archives

Custom 
Branding

You can offer a 
seamless experience 
and represent your 
company in a positive 
light.

Do you still have filing 
cabinets full of paper 
case files? Digitally 
signed documents 
take up no physical 
space.

The best digital wet 
signature tools are 
highly secure, easy 
to use, and compliant 
with e-signature and 
digital signature laws, 
standards, and best 
practices.

Send one document 
to multiple 
stakeholders for 
approval.

Request and receive 
signatures for time-
sensitive documents 
quickly and easily, 
reducing turnaround 
times from days to 
hours.

Faster Turn 
Around Times

Key Benefits

Electronic or digital signatures offer many benefits beyond flexible work environments, especially for insolvency firms. In a world with 
consumers wanting faster service, more convenience, and flexibility, IPs must stay ahead of the curve and embrace the disruption.

03.
Rapid Turnaround Times with 
E-Signature and Portal Software
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Virtual Cabinet Digital Signature Software 
allows you to request unlimited signatures 
with no hidden fees or extra costs. This 
software is designed to provide a seamless 
experience for IPs with no signups required 
by people outside of your organisation and 
reusable templates for commonly used 
documents. In line with GDPR compliance 
and data protection laws, you can view 
the audit history of every interaction 
with a document – including those by the 
creators, collaborators, and recipients.

E-Signatures with Virtual 
Cabinet

https://www.virtualcabinet.com/dm-solutions/digital-signature
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Have more 
visibility on the 
posting process.

TrackingEnvironmentally 
Stable

It goes without 
saying reducing 
your paper usage 
saves more trees.

Cost 
Savings

Having the option for 
printing or sending 
electronically will save 
significant funds on 
paper, printing supplies, 
and franking machines.

Send a letter 
electronically in just 
five seconds, removing 
the need for printing, 
collating, and going to 
the post office.

Time 
Savings

Key Benefits

Traditional snail mail has received an upgrade! Now you can set up a digital mailroom with online posting that allows you to decide 
if you’d like to send or receive your documents as paper or electronic. Online posting allows you the option to choose since some 
documents still have to be sent by post for legislation or compliance reasons. For example  - you could notify all creditors at the start of 
a case that you are handling the case. This is mostly done initially via physical post. These services also offer online franking, so you no 
longer have to worry about having stamps on hand or an expensive franking machine. 

04.
Instantly Send and Receive Electronic 
Mail With Online Posting
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Online Posting with 
PostWorks

Postworks allows you to send or receive 
post from anywhere. With a simple to 
use drag and drop function on a secure 
portal, PostWorks handles everything from 
printing, sending, tracking and receiving. 
Postworks now integrates with Virtual 
Cabinet, so you can send and receive 
your post directly from your document 
management system. Postworks is carbon 
neutral; additionally, they plant eleven trees 
for every ten they use. That’s good for you, 
your clients, and the environment.

https://www.postworks.co.uk/
https://www.postworks.co.uk/
https://www.postworks.co.uk/
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More 
Accountability

Faster 
Communication

Remove 
Bottlenecks

Centralized documents 
and communication 
remove bottlenecks 
in getting your work 
done quicker and more 
efficiently.

Allows you to reduce 
scattered communication 
and collaborate live within 
active documents.

You can mitigate 
confusion, uncertainty 
and chasing by leveraging 
features that enforce clear 
accountability, clarity, and 
visibility.

Keeps everything you 
need to access in one 
place without the need to 
copy-paste information 
between systems or log 
through emails.

Time 
Savings

Key Benefits

Sending out approval requests, tracking, and managing external and internal communication are a breeze with task management 
software. It’s one thing to view tasks, but to quickly see the reason behind WHY and communicate with your team right in the document 
is what makes task management software a Swiss army knife for IPs.

05.
Centralise Your Communications with 
Task and Approval Management
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Task & Approval 
Management with Workiro

Workiro is a powerful tool for Insolvency 
Practitioners that aims to eradicate the 
painful manual tasks of this industry, 
such as checking for status updates, 
unnecessary forwarding of information, 
and chasing down documents. Workiro 
offers custom branding, structured, shared 
tasks, quick and secure communication, 
and a convenient, central place to capture, 
organize and manage your tasks.
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Minimise 
Risk

24/7 
Processing

Improve 
Morale

Improve job satisfaction by 
allowing your team to work 
on high-value work instead 
of mundane, repetitive tasks.

Automated processes can 
work around the clock with 
no need to stop so tasks are 
continuously worked on. 

Human error is reduced to 
near zero, minimising costly 
redress and exposure to 
unnecessary risk. 

Automate repetitive and 
time-consuming tasks 
so that you can process 
more cases with the same 
resources. It works alongside 
your people, helping them to 
focus on case progression 
rather than administrative 
tasks

Time 
Savings

Key Benefits

Leveraging automation for your insolvency business means reducing the need for mundane, manual tasks, allowing you to focus more 
on value-added productivity. 

06.
Reduce Manual Processes with 
Automation Software
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Accelerate by Tquila can help you take 
care of the tedious stuff and regain your 
time to focus on more strategic work with 
intelligent automation. You’ll also reduce 
errors, boost employee satisfaction, and 
better serve customers. Go faster, better 
and smarter across the enterprise with 
automation.

Automation with 
Accelerate by Tquila

https://tquila-automation.com/
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07.
Security and Compliance with 
AML and KYC Software

Key Benefits

AML and KYC software is another big player in digital transformation for IPs. By automating the due diligence process, IPs can save 
significant time and risk while increasing security, compliance, and efficiency. Enhance AML compliance for seamless customer 
onboarding, respond to regulatory change, and demonstrate compliance with automated corporate KYC due diligence.

Customer 
Experience

Better 
Accuracy

Ongoing 
Compliance

Increased 
Control

Simple to scale and adapt 
to respond to regulatory 
change, rapidly.

Maintain risk exposure 
with perpetual KYC.

Reduce verification 
time and improve 
the onboarding 
experience.

KYC software provides 
more accurate 
and streamlined 
compliance.
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From Microsoft Office plugins, and CRM 
integrations, to custom solutions for 
integrated document management. Align 
all your software tools to create a single 
source of truth with streamlined workflows. 
Connecting all your systems supercharges 
your efficiency and productivity to set you 
up for success in 2023 and beyond.

Supercharge Your Insolvency 
Business with Integrations
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So What’s Next?
Find out how you can build an integrated tool kit 
for your insolvency practice with Virtual Cabinet 
today.

Book a 1 on 1 Demo

https://www.virtualcabinet.com/document-management/integrations
https://virtualcabinet.link/free-demo
https://www.virtualcabinet.com/document-management/demo
https://www.virtualcabinet.com/document-management/demo

